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MAYOŔ S FOREWORD

In 1997 Moreland City Council 
adopted its first Energy 
Conservation and Management 
Strategy. Since then, Council 
has become a national leader 
in carbon management, 
demonstrating the role  
Local Government plays 
in setting an example and 
encouraging innovation. 
This is evidenced in our work 
encompassing energy efficiency, 
renewable energy, electric vehicles 
and setting new best practice 
sustainability standards for new 
buildings and renovations. 
In 2012 Council became the third 
accredited Local Government to 
officially become Carbon Neutral. 
This commitment to offset our 
residual emissions is seen as an 
important leadership action that has 
important industry and community 
benefits. Our main focus remains 
on taking local action to directly 
reduce our carbon emissions. 
Our success in taking action was 
recognised in 2013 when Council 
won the Energy Innovation Award 
at the Keep Australia Beautiful 
Sustainable Cities Awards. 
Over the past five years Council 
has slowed its annual growth in 
carbon emissions. While we are 
proud of this achievement, we know 
this is not enough. Our efforts must 
continue and indeed accelerate 
to play our role in taking action 
to avoid the dangerous runaway 
climate change our planet is facing. 

This Carbon Reduction Plan 
takes ambitious steps to continue 
our transition away from fossil 
based energy sources. We have 
maintained funding to implement 
actions and we set ourselves 
the challenge to find new and 
innovative funding and financing 
solutions to leverage even  
greater outcomes. 
Carbon reduction is not about 
losing our lifestyles; it is about  
a healthier future, clean air, fresh 
water. Energy efficiency is not just 
about lower utility bills or making 
sacrifices; it’s about operating 
smarter and investing wisely  
to strengthen our current and 
future capacity to provide valuable 
community services. In Australia it 
continues to be local communities, 
cities and local Councils that 
understand this and are taking 
action to realise these benefits. 
This plan is a sister document 
to our community climate action 
plan, Zero Carbon Evolution 
(2014). Read these documents 
together to gain a full picture of 
Council’s unwavering and holistic 
commitment to tackling climate 
change and empowering others  
to take action. 
We look forward to successful 
collaboration across Council  
and with our partners to see  
the objectives, actions and many 
benefits of this strategy realised 
and the foundations for future 
action laid. 

Cr Meghan Hopper  
Moreland City Council Mayor

Left: Solar Photovoltaics on Council’s Coburg Civic Centre.
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Building on the past successes of 
the CMS, this plan sets out Council’s 
on-going actions and leadership 
for continuing to reduce carbon 
emissions associated with its 
corporate operations. The key focus 
remains on decreasing reliance on 
fossil fuel based energy sources to 
strive towards a low carbon future 
and offsetting residual emissions to 
maintain Council’s carbon neutral 
status under the National Carbon 
Offset Standard (NCOS). 

Moreland City Council is nationally 
recognised as a leader in driving 
this transformation and an enabling 
force for other Councils to follow. 
Council has a responsibility and 
strong organisational commitment to 
continuing to lead in this space. 
Since 2011, Council has reduced its 
corporate emissions by approximately 
7% or 1,500 tCO²-e and now 
saving approximately $180,000 per 
annum (as part of Moreland’s 2011 
Carbon Management Strategy) when 
compared with taking no action to 
reduce emissions – often referred to 
as the business as usual case. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The impacts of climate change are being felt around the world 
and increasing carbon emissions will see these impacts continue 
to be exacerbated. Globally there is a growing level of genuine 
commitment to addressing this most critical issue. In Australia, it 
is Councils, cities and communities who are leading the response 
and realising social, environmental and financial benefits of taking 
action to reduce carbon emissions.
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During the life of this plan there will 
be significant technological leaps and 
profound changes to the way society 
generates, stores and uses energy. 
There is great prospect for Council 
to leverage these opportunities and 
proactively partner with others to 
maximise benefits and efficiencies for 
Council.
The conception and delivery of this 
plan has been guided by five key 
principles: Leadership, Collaboration, 
Sustainable Action, Future proofing 
and Communication.
 

Figure 1: Total emissions (2010/11 – 2013/14) Impact of CMS actions on BAU
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FIVE KEY PRINCIPLES:

Figure 2: Carbon reduction goals trajectory to 2020 based on 2011 baseline

Leadership 
Continue to 
show leadership 
and innovation 
on addressing 
climate change

Collaboration 
Collaborate 
internally and with 
other organisations 
to maximise 
benefits

Sustainable Action 
Consider 
environmental, 
social and 
economic benefits/
impacts of action

Future proofing 
Aim to anticipate 
and respond to 
technology change 
and avoid locked in 
emissions

Communication 
Communicate 
actions and 
outcomes so that 
others can follow 

The 30% decrease in net 
emissions represents a strong 
leadership position within the 
Local Government Sector 
and meeting the 40% will 
ensure Council is achieving 
international best practice. 
Achieving the 30% Goal 
and continuing to reduce 
carbon at the same rate after 
2020 would result in Council 
reaching zero net carbon 
emissions for its corporate 
operations by 2037. 

Along with hundreds of other nations, 
Australia has formally agreed that 
an increase in global temperature 
of more than 2 degrees Celsius 
presents an unacceptable risk to 
the world. Analysis completed by the 
Climate Change Authority determined 
that for Australia to be contributing 
its fair share of avoiding 2°C it would 
have to reach zero carbon by 2050.
Council’s role has and will continue to 
be to lead action on this critical issue. 
As such, this plan sets the following 
5-year goal for managing Council’s 
carbon emissions:
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“To exceed the obligatory 22% 
reduction target based on 2011 
levels by 2020 and decrease net 
emissions by a minimum of 30% 
using internal funding and up 
to 40% subject to availability of 
external funding, while continuing 
NCOS accreditation as carbon 
neutral.”
Figure 2 below shows the trajectory 
of the leadership and reach goals in 
the context of the emissions profile 
from the 2011 base year. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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The key actions that will deliver the reduction goals are summarised as follows:

Goals Key Actions
Estimated Emissions 
Reduction (t CO²-e)

Estimated Budget 
Expenditure ($)

Leadership 
Reduction  
Goal

30%

1. Continued energy efficiency actions 
across Council’s buildings stock

360 $500,000

2.  Implement the Sustainable Buildings 
Policy

62.5 (approx.) $0

3. Installation of 850kW of Solar 
Photovoltaic (PV)

1,403 $2,000,000

4. Bulk change of street lights 2,180 $2,550,000
5. Purchase of 2 Electric Vehicles (EVs) 

per year
70 $60,000

6. Reduce emissions associated with 
Council contractor waste vehicles 
and third party waste vehicles. Truck 
efficiency will improve by 15% when 
vehicles are replaced in 2017 to latest 
technology

274 Part of planned fleet 
replacement budget

TOTAL  4,350 (approx.) $5,110,000

Reach 
Reduction  
Goal

40%

Achievement of the above Leadership Goal Actions plus:
1. Additional 1MW of renewable energy 

through installation of either one or a 
combination of:  
(a) Solar PV using innovative business 
models 
(b) Solar PV plus storage 
(c) PPA for a large scale remote 
renewable generation 
(d) Ground Source Heat Pump

1,640 $2,450,000

2. EPC/Grants/3rd party finance for 
building energy efficiency

600 $800,000 (TBC)

ADDITIONAL 2,240 (approx.) $3,250,000

This plan sets out actions for 
sources of carbon emissions that 
are measured and reported on 
each year under NCOS as part of 
Council’s formal carbon footprint. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARYEXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Council will continue its role as an innovation leader through key projects for innovation:
• Investigating and leveraging new business models to scale up solar PV across Council facilities.
• Research and feasibility into alternative fuel/vehicle options for Council heavy and commercial vehicles. This will 

explore options including but not limited to hydrogen refuelling station/fuel cell vehicles and solar PV combined 
with energy storage and electric vehicles.

• Energy storage and ground source heat pump pilots.

Council’s strong commitment to a 
low carbon future will include plans 
to affect carbon reduction outside 
its operational boundaries – by 
influencing Council’s partners and 
suppliers in working to reduce 
emissions associated with services 
provided to Council.  

Lastly, a range of investigations will 
be undertaken to lay the foundations 
for Council’s ability to continue to 
drive down its carbon emissions 
beyond 2020.
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11. INTRODUCTION

Reducing Council’s carbon 
emissions and its contribution to 
climate change is an enormous 
challenge and opportunity. In 
Australia, policy uncertainty and 
inadequacy prevails at the Federal 
and State level and it is Councils, 
cities and communities that are 
leading the way in responding to 
this most critical issue. 
This adds significant weight and 
purpose to Council’s ongoing 
commitment to reducing net carbon 
emissions and accreditation as 
carbon neutral. 
It is more critical now than ever 
that Council demonstrate the 
environmental, social and economic 
benefits of acting on climate change 
to show leadership and strengthen 
the call for our community and others 
to do the same. 

Moreland City Council has a long 
history and a national reputation 
for its leadership and innovation in 
driving the transformation towards 
a sustainable society. This has been 
achieved through leadership and 
action within its own operations, 
through integrating sustainability 
into the planning permit process, 
through the support of CERES and 
the Moreland Energy Foundation 
and the adoption of the ambitious 
community climate action plan – Zero 
Carbon Evolution. Council prides itself 
on these examples of leadership and 
will continue to implement creative 
and innovative solutions to improve 
the sustainability performance of its 
operations including reducing carbon 
emissions. 
This plan sets out Council’s on-going 
actions to decrease corporate carbon 
emissions through to 2020 and sets 
the foundations for action beyond this 
time whilst maintaining carbon neutral 
accreditation. This plan outlines 
Council’s context, opportunities 
and strategic approach to reducing 
emissions and includes a detailed 
implementation plan to achieve the 
defined goals. 

The plan includes actions to directly 
reduce emissions associated with our 
operations and actions to influence 
and encourage others such as our 
service providers to reduce emissions 
associated with their operations. 
For the full picture of Council’s 
climate response, this Plan should 
be read in conjunction with Zero 
Carbon Evolution, which focuses on 
Moreland’s community emissions. 
The conception and delivery of 
this plan has been guided by 5 key 
principles summarised below and 
discussed in more detail in Section 6.

• Leadership – continue to show 
leadership and innovation on 
addressing climate change

• Collaboration – collaborate 
internally and with other organisations 
to maximise benefits

• Sustainable Action – consider 
environmental, social and economic 
benefits/impacts of action

• Future Proofing – aim to anticipate 
and respond to technology change 
and avoid locked in emissions

• Communication – communicate 
actions and outcomes so that others 
partner or follow

Major energy efficiency retrofits at Brunswick town hall including lighting, HVAC replacement and voltage optimisation.
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2. CARBON NEUTRALITY AND REDUCTION GOALS

2.1 Carbon Neutrality
Council has been accredited as 
Carbon Neutral under the National 
Carbon offset Standard (NCOS) 
since 2012 (the second Victorian 
Council to achieve this status). NCOS 
provides a rigorous framework and 
greenhouse auditing process and 
requires the purchase of accredited 
offsets for all residual emissions. 
Moreland City Council supports 
the voluntary carbon market and 
continues to demonstrate leadership 
through membership of NCOS. 
Participating in the voluntary carbon 
market provides Council with the 
opportunity to play its global citizen 
role by supporting the necessary 
development of a global carbon 
market. It recognises that Australia 
“exports emissions” through coal 
exports and commodities imports. 
Purchasing international carbon 
offsets also enables projects such 
as renewable energy projects in 
developing countries that would not 
otherwise have happened and often 
deliver co-benefits to the respective 
local communities. 

2.2 Carbon Reduction 
Hierarchy
Carbon neutrality is just one of the 
ways organisations and individuals 
reduce their carbon footprint and 
typically the last step once all other 
immediate options for reduction, such 
as energy efficiency and renewable 
energy have been considered. This is 
in line with what is broadly regarded 
as best practice in reducing carbon 
emissions, more widely known as 
the carbon reduction hierarchy 
which is applied in a continuous 
process shown in Figure 3 below. 
This necessary holistic approach to 
carbon reduction enables Council 
to achieve carbon reduction and 
associated benefits on its own 
operations and also stimulates others 
to take decarbonisation actions that 
will deliver both short and long-term 
benefits. 

To achieve long-term sustainability, 
Council directs the majority 
(approximately 95%) of carbon 
management investment and 
resources into emissions reduction 
projects and programs that directly 
reduce its energy consumption and 
reliance on fossil fuels. 
Council invests a significant amount 
in local climate change actions and 
initiatives such as the Moreland 
Energy Foundation who support 
carbon reduction actions in our 
community. Corporately, Council 
actively improves the energy 
efficiency of buildings, install 
renewable energy generation on 
key Council buildings, purchase 
GreenPower (supporting the local 
renewable energy market) and 
are currently working with the City 
of Melbourne and several other 
organisations to investigate shovel 
ready local renewable energy 
generation projects for investment. 

Avoid energy   
use (Behaviour 
Change)1 

Reduce 
energy use 
(Energy 
Efficiency)

2 

3 

4 

5 

Replace with 
renewables 
(Solar PV/hot 
water)

Offset 
(GreenPower 
and accredited 
carbon offsets)

Review and 
optimisation

Figure 3: Council’s approach to emissions reduction

2
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2.3 Carbon Reduction Goals
As further motivation to continue 
the necessary strong progress 
on decreasing emissions and to 
ensure Council is on track to reach 
zero net carbon for its corporate 
emissions, Council has set carbon 
emissions reduction goals to be 
achieved within the life of this plan in 
addition to Carbon Neutrality through 
the purchase of offsets. Potential 
reduction goals were explored from a 
number of perspectives:

• What the science says is a fair share 
for a business/organisation within 
Moreland to play its role in avoiding 
more than 2°C of warming. 

• An appropriate goal given Moreland’s 
community leadership role whilst 
recognising budgetary constraints.

• Innovative approaches that could 
be explored to drive emissions 
reductions to international best 
practice in light of budgetary 
constraints.

In addition, Council has explored 
a number of options to reduce 
emissions further through new 
business models such as power 
purchase agreements, third-party 
financing or grant funding. Based on 
this analysis Council has set a “Reach 
Goal” of 40% to stimulate exploration 
of these options during the life of this 
plan. 
A detailed set of actions to achieve 
these reductions form part of 
the implementation plan detailed 
under Section 7 of this report. The 
key actions that will achieve the 
predominant emissions reductions 
required for each goal are 
summarised in Table 1 (overleaf).

Widely recognised international 
studies have calculated the probability 
of global temperature increases and 
the degree of climate change based 
on the amount of carbon dioxide in 
the atmosphere. Based on these 
findings, the international community 
has agreed on the amount of carbon 
reductions necessary to keep global 
warming from exceeding 2°C. Based 
on this work it has been determined 
that Council has to reduce corporate 
emissions by 22% by 2020 based on 
2011 levels to contribute its fair share 
as a global citizen in keeping to a 2°C 
world.2

To show leadership to the Moreland 
Community and the broader 
community, Council has determined 
to set an emissions reduction goal of 
30% by 2020 (based on 2011 levels).

2 Derived from Climate Change Authority’s (2014) – 
“Reducing Australia’s Greenhouse Gas Emissions— 
Targets And Progress Review”.

Energy efficiency reduces the carbon footprint and improves thermal comfort of community buildings;.

2. CARBON NEUTRALITY AND REDUCTION GOALS
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Table 1: Key actions to deliver on the goals

Goal Description Key Actions

Estimated 
Emissions 
Reduction  
(t CO²-e)

Estimated 
Budget 
Expenditure 
($)

Within 
Council’s 5 
Year Budget

Leadership 
Reduction 
Goal

30%

Based on Council’s 
current five-year 
budget commitments. 
This goal is 
challenging but 
possible. Achieving 
this reduction will 
increase certainty 
around Council’s 
contribution towards 
a stable climate 
and demonstrates 
genuine commitment 
and leadership in 
addressing this issue

1. Continued energy 
efficiency actions across 
Council’s buildings stock

360 $500,000 Yes, Achievable 
within 5 year 
budget

2. Implement the 
Sustainable Buildings 
Policy

62.5 (approx.) $0

3. Installation of 850kW of 
Solar PV

1,403 $2,000,000

4. Bulk change of street 
lights

2,180 $2,550,000

5. Purchase of 2 Electric 
Vehicles per year

70 $60,000

6. Reduce emissions 
associated with Council 
and third party waste. 
Truck efficiency will 
increase by 15% when 
vehicles are replaced 
in 2017 due to latest 
technology

274 Part of 
planned fleet 
replacement 
budget

Total 4,350 (approx.) $5,110,000

Reach 
Reduction 
Goal

40%

Additional reduction 
potentially achievable 
through leveraging 
emerging technologies 
and new business 
models, third party 
funding and grants. 
This is a goal for 
Council to reach for to 
drive innovation and 
stretch the collective 
effort to reduce 
carbon emissions

Achievement of the above Leadership Goal Actions plus:
1.  Additional 1MW of 

renewable energy 
through installation 
of either one or a 
combination of: 

(a) Solar PV using 
innovative business 
models 

(b) Solar PV plus storage 
(c) PPA for a large scale 

remote renewable 
generation

(d) Ground Source Heat 
Pump

1,640 $2,450,000 No, additional 
budget required 
subject to 
future business 
cases, third 
party financing, 
grants, 
partnerships 
required

2. EPC/Grants/3rd party 
finance for building 
energy efficiency

600 $800,000 
(TBC)

Additional 2,240 (approx.) $3,250,000

2. CARBON NEUTRALITY AND REDUCTION GOALS
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BUDGET ($MILLIONS)
$0M $6.14M

STREET LIGHTING 

SOLAR PV 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

OFFSETS

OTHER

TRANSPORT
GREEN POW

ER 

.17 .23 .27 .30 .87 1.71 2.59

Figure 5 shows the investment slated 
in the 5 year budget to achieve 
leadership goals with the greatest 
investments in street lighting, 
renewable energy (solar PV) and 
energy efficiency on Council buildings. 
Third party funds will be sourced for 
actions to achieve the “Reach Goal”. 
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Figure 4: Carbon reduction goals to 2020

Figure 5: Investment in key areas of emissions reduction to 2020

Figure 4 shows the anticipated 
emissions reduction trajectories to 
achieve the Leadership Reduction 
and the Reach Reduction goals. 
Residual emissions will continue to 
be offset annually by purchasing 
offsets through the carbon neutral 
accreditation process. The business 
as usual trajectory in this chart is 
based on an average growth of 2% 
using the municipality’s population 
growth as an approximate metric to 
estimate the increase in required 
services and associated energy 
consumption to deliver the services. 

2. CARBON NEUTRALITY AND REDUCTION GOALS
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2.3.3 Co-benefits of taking 
action2

The decarbonisation of Council’s 
operations through various energy 
efficiency, renewable energy and 
electrification projects as set out in 
this plan brings co-benefits to the 
community like better health and 
general well-being through improved 
air quality. Additionally, Council 
innovation and exemplary initiatives 
will pave the way for other parts of 
the community to follow suit. The 
economic case for decarbonisation is 
compelling: 

• Energy is a significant and growing 
cost. Therefore, utilising energy 
generated from solar panels and 
energy efficiency will bring about 
substantial cost savings.

• Despite typically higher upfront 
cost for energy efficient equipment, 
financial savings over the life of the 
asset will more than offset this cost 
premium.

• Energy efficiency and renewable 
energy generation installations 
increases the property value of 
Council owned buildings, and reduces 
maintenance and operation costs.

• The electrification of Council 
operations such as its vehicles 
reduces dependence on fossil fuels 
and reduces exposure to global 
energy price fluctuations.

• As shown by recent studies3 
conducted in the United States, 
green buildings with better amenity 
can increase productivity of staff and 
reduces the amounts of sick days.

• Improve efficiency, access to 
renewables and ultimately energy 
storage will improve the resilience of 
council buildings during heat waves 
and other extreme weather events. 

2 Informed by Climate Works report Australia’s Energy 
Productivity Potential, March 2015.

3 Colliers International. Colliers International Office 
Tenant Survey. 2008; McGraw Hill Construction. 
Smart Market Report. 2006; Turner Construction. 
Market Barometer. 2004; The Hon Peter Garrett AM 
MP, Minister for the Environment, Heritage and the 
Arts. Keynote address, Green Cities Conference, 
2009.

2.3.2 Key influences of taking 
action
Figure 6 below demonstrates that 
reducing carbon emissions is a 
highly dynamic context, which can be 
influenced by changes to Federal and 
State policy settings, rapidly evolving 
technology, funding availability and 
changing community expectations on 
action. As such, the actions represent 
the best options currently available 
to Council based on these influences 
and the above five guiding principles 
for this plan. However, Council 
will need to continually review its 
approach and be agile in its response 
to changing dynamics. 

2.3.1 Reaching zero net carbon
Achieving the 30% leadership goal 
and continuing carbon reduction 
at this rate beyond 2020 will see 
Council reaching zero net carbon by 
2037. Achieving the 40% Goal and 
continuing on this trajectory will see 
council reach zero net carbon by 
2031. This trajectory is in line with the 
more conservative approaches being 
discussed within Australia today. 
To ensure Council is well positioned 
to continue on the trajectory set by 
goals in this plan, a number of actions 
that will lay the foundations for future 
action beyond the life of this plan 
have been included:

• Investigate options for accessing 
renewable energy generation projects 
outside the municipal boundary.

• Research analysis into alternatives to 
fossil fuel powered waste trucks.

• Piloting new innovative technologies 
such as energy storage and ground 
sourced head pumps.

Figure 6: Key influences on taking action to reduce carbon emissions

CCRP
ACTIONS
e.g Solar,
Transport

FUNDING
AVAILABILITY

e.g Budget, 
External
finance 

TECHNOLOGY
INNOVATION
e.g Alternative

fuels, Solar,
Storage

POLICY 
SETTINGS
e.g Federal,
State, Local

COMMUNITY
COMMITMENT

e.g Support,
Action

2. CARBON NEUTRALITY AND REDUCTION GOALS
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The rationale to reduce 
carbon emissions is 
indisputable as it is not 
only a cost effective way 
to operate, but also makes 
economic sense to position 
Council for things to come. 
On a national level, the 
actions set out in this plan 
will support Australia’s 
decarbonisation, energy 
security and renewable 
energy industry, ensuring 
Australia has a competitive 
advantage as we transition 
into a low carbon future.

From top: Efficient HVAC, solar hot water and Solar PV working together, Coburg Civic Centre;  
Using electric bikes reduces council staff reliance on cars. 

2. CARBON NEUTRALITY AND REDUCTION GOALS
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Table 2: Definition of emissions boundaries

MEASURED 
EMISSIONS 

Description
Emissions directly 
associated with Council 
activities and formally 
measured each year through 
an audit process associated 
with Council’s carbon neutral 
accreditation under the 
National Carbon Offset 
Standard (NCOS) 

Sector
• Buildings

• Street Lighting

• Transport

• Other (Waste, community 
buildings, water pumping 
etc.)

Goals
Reduction goals can be 
set against these formally 
measured emissions

BROADER 
EMISSIONS

Description
Broader emissions that are 
managed by others but are 
connected to activities that 
Council can readily influence 
through its operations

Sector
• Community Occupied 

Buildings

• Banking and Investments

• Procurement of goods and 
services

• Embodied energy (e.g. road 
construction)

• Staff education 

• Tree planting in open space

Goals
It is not practical to set 
formal emissions reduction 
goals for broader emissions 
managed by others; but 
important to influence them

Note: Any change to emissions sources within the NCOS boundary due to changes in auditing approach or assets will be clearly reported on each year and 
the implications for emissions reduction goals should be considered and reported. Implications for changes or additions to actions in this plan should also be 
considered at this time. 

to manage, such as electricity 
consumption of buildings and 
emissions that are managed by 
others but we can seek to influence; 
such as emissions associated with 
our service provider’s operations and 

3.1 Emissions Boundaries
Council’s ability to decrease carbon 
emissions can be considered in two 
distinct ways. Emissions that we 
measure and have a clear ability 

B

3. EMISSIONS BOUNDARIES, 
PROFILE AND ACHIEVEMENTS 3

electricity consumption within their 
own buildings. This plan is framed 
around these two distinct “emissions 
boundaries” as summarised in Table 
2 below:
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Table 3: Percentage of emissions by sector for 2013/14 financial year

Sector Description Energy Source
Emissions 
(tCO²-e) %  

Council buildings All council buildings occupied or leased by Council 
where council pays the bills

• Electricity, Gas 8916 40%

Street lights Street lights along all streets and major roads (owned by 
distribution business)

• Electricity 7053 34%

Transport Council’s corporate fleet included passenger vehicle’s 
light commercial vehicles and refuse trucks

• Petrol, Diesel, Gas 3892 21%

Other Large number of small emissions sources including 
corporate waste and water pumping

• All 624 5%

TOTAL 20485 100%

3.2 Emissions Profile
Of Council’s total measured emissions, 
audited annually under NCOS, 
approximately 95% are connected 
to three main sources or ‘sectors’; 
Buildings, Street lights and Transport. 
The remaining 5% are connected to 
a large range of smaller emissions 
sources summarised as “Other”.

To date Council has largely focused 
on reducing emissions associated 
with buildings as they have provided 
the greatest opportunity for impact 
in terms of total reductions, available 
technology and a sound return on 
investment. This will continue to be 
Council’s approach but with more 
emphasis on investing in renewables. 

Buildings 

40%

Street lights

34%

Transport

21%

Other

5%

Action on street-lights commenced 
in 2013/14 and will continue 
throughout the life of this Plan. Once 
completed this will make a significant 
emissions reduction contribution. 
Continued focus on transitioning 
our fleet away from fossil fuels is 
necessary after laying down industry 
leading foundations under the 
previous CMS. 
 

Figure 7: Moreland’s corporate emissions by sector (2013–2014)

3. EMISSIONS BOUNDARIES,  
PROFILE AND ACHIEVEMENTS
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From top: Public electric vehicle charging station, Brunswick; LED street lighting reducing energy consumption by up to 78%, Sydney Road, Coburg.

3. EMISSIONS BOUNDARIES,  
PROFILE AND ACHIEVEMENTS
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Total cumulative savings achieved 
through implementing the CMS 
over four years is estimated to be 
3,150 tC02-e and $390,000. The 
annual (shown above) savings and 
these total savings will continue 
to grow as completed actions 
continue to deliver ongoing 
cumulative savings.
Figure 8 below shows what the 
projected emissions profile would 
have looked like under a business 
as usual scenario where no carbon 
management actions were taken 
versus the actual measured 
emissions profile where the CMS has 
been implemented. 
The Goals set out in Section 2 have 
factored in the impact of ongoing 
upward pressure on emissions from 
expansion of Council services to meet 
community demand. 

Since 2010, a number of factors have 
put upward pressure on our carbon 
emissions baseline, key factors 
include:

• A major building (Brunswick Baths) 
was renovated and came back into 
operation. 

• Each year Council has progressively 
improved the quality of the data 
during the GHG inventory process, 
which has identified additional 
emissions sources equivalent to 
approximately 0.5% of emissions.

• Council’s operations have expanded 
with the addition of new buildings 
and services as it continues to meet 
the needs of the community including 
the construction of the Oxygen 
Youth Centre and some sectors have 
expanded. 

3.3 Previous achievements 
under the current Carbon 
Management Strategy  
(2009 – 2015)
Through implementation of 
the Carbon Management 
Strategy 2010, Council 
reduced potential carbon 
emissions by 7%, saving 
approximately $180,000 
per annum compared to the 
projected business as usual 
scenario.
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Figure 8: Emissions Profile (2010/11 – 2013/14)  Impact of CMS actions on BAU

3. EMISSIONS BOUNDARIES,  
PROFILE AND ACHIEVEMENTS
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Case Study:  
Coburg Civic Centre
Figure 9 shows the impact of 
energy efficiency measures 
undertaken at the Coburg Civic 
Centre compared with the 
business as usual approach 
during this period. These actions 
are seeing a reduction of 
approximately 35% against the 
business as usual trajectory. It is 
noted that the business as usual 
trend includes the addition of new 
office space (rates and finance) 
and associated HVAC and 
Lighting. The graph below shows 
monthly and seasonal variability in 
energy use within the Centre. 

CASE STUDY

Figure 9: Impact of energy efficiency on Coburg Civic Centre 
power usage (previous CMS)
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Case Study:  
Moreland Electric 
Vehicle (EV) Charging 
Hub 
In July 2013, the Hon Terry 
Mulder MP, Minister for Transport 
launched the Moreland Electric 
Vehicle (EV) Charging Hub and 
the first public Fast Charge 
station in Victoria.

The Hub is a legacy of the 
Victorian Government’s EV Trial, 
in which Moreland successfully 
trialled an EV in the fleet for 6 
months in 2012.
The hub also includes an 
additional standard charging 
station and the first Carshare 
service in Australia using a plug in 
hybrid electric car in partnership 
with GoGet and the Victorian 
government.

CASE STUDY

The launch was well attended by 
guests from industry, government, 
community and staff, with a wide 
range of electric vehicles on 
display in front of the town hall. 
Council also proudly announced 
that charging at Council would 
be free for this first year and is 
currently maintaining this offer to 
stimulate and support EV uptake 
in the community. 
Once again Moreland is 
demonstrating its leadership 
in sustainability by stimulating 
interest and support for the future 
of sustainable transportation - EV 
powered by renewable energy. 
Since the launch of the hub, 
Council has seen a steady 
increase in its use by the public, 
Council has attracted strong 
interest from world leading 
manufacturers of electric vehicles 
and hosted the annual Australian 
Electric Vehicle Association Expo 
in November 2014.

3. EMISSIONS BOUNDARIES,  
PROFILE AND ACHIEVEMENTS
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• Heating Ventilation and Air-
conditioning (HVAC) optimisation at 
Coburg Civic Centre, Fawkner Leisure 
Centre and Walter Street Operations 
Centre.

• HVAC upgrades at Fawkner Senior 
Citizens, Fawkner Library and 
Brunswick Town Hall.

• Voltage optimisation at Coburg Civic 
Centre, Brunswick Civic Centre and 
Walter Street Operations Centre.

• Electric Vehicle Charge points 
installed at Coburg Civic Centre, 
Mechanics Institute carpark, Walter 
Street Depot and CB Smith Reserve.

• Building Management System 
upgrades and installations at Coburg 
Civic Centre, Brunswick Civic Centre.

• Double Glazing at Coburg Civic 
Centre, Fawkner Leisure Centre and 
Coburg Leisure Centre.

• Lighting upgrades at Fawkner Leisure 
Centre, Walter Street Operations 
Centre, Fawkner Leisure Centre, 
Fawkner Library, Campbell Turnbull 
Library and Brunswick Town Hall.

3.3.1 Key Completed Actions
Council has shown a strong 
commitment to addressing climate 
change through resourcing carbon 
reduction actions with sound 
environmental, social and economic 
returns, taking a proactive and 
collaborative approach to piloting 
new technologies and processes 
to overcome barriers and enable 
broader uptake. 
This approach has meant that Council 
has taken meaningful action to 
address its own emissions and also 
acted as a change maker and enabler 
for others to follow. 
Since adopting the Carbon 
Management Strategy in 2010, 
Council has completed numerous 
energy efficiency, renewable energy 
generation and electric vehicle 
projects. A summary of the key 
projects delivered since 2010 
include:

Examples of showing leadership and 
innovation include:

• Installation of the greatest number 
of electric vehicle charge points for 
any Local Government in Australia 
and the first fast charge station in 
Victoria which allows free charging 
to the public. Trialling and integrating 
electric vehicles into Council’s fleet 
and ongoing research analysis into 
alternative fuel sources for Council’s 
heavy vehicles. 

• Trialling new energy efficiency and 
efficient public lighting technologies 
to provide baseline data to prove 
their viability and meet regulatory 
requirements. This includes securing 
technical approval for and installation 
of 30 LED street lights in Sydney 
Road to demonstrate a viable 
technology for major road lighting. 
The first of its kind in Australia. 
Proactively collaborating with 
energy efficiency and management 
technology companies to analyse and 
optimise the use of their technologies 
at Council such as HVAC and 
Building Management Systems. 
An example of this is working with 
contractors to optimise the approach 
to operating the heating and cooling 
for Coburg Leisure Group Fitness 
where the green/red button solution 
for different use activities (yoga vs 
aerobics) was developed to enable 
simple rapid HVAC responses to user 
needs. This solution is now being 
applied across other leisure centres 
outside of Moreland.

This page from Left: Major energy efficiency 
work completed at Fawkner leisure centre; High 
efficiency boilers reduce gas consumption by 50% 
at Coburg Leisure.

3. EMISSIONS BOUNDARIES,  
PROFILE AND ACHIEVEMENTS
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4. APPROACH TO ACTION

 LEADERSHIP
Criteria Description

Genuine action and 
innovation 

Council will continue to lead on this issue as part of its commitment and obligation to its 
community, which includes investing in genuine carbon reduction actions and advocating 
for others to follow. This will include providing a testing ground for a new idea or technology 
that could break down barriers to further deployment across Council and enable others to 
follow.

Community benefits Do benefits flow to the community through the action directly or indirectly? For example 
Council supporting the delivery of solar PV on a Council owned and Community leased 
building will reduce their bills and emissions associated with their operations potentially still 
delivering certifiable emissions reductions for Council.

 COLLABORATION
Criteria Description

Integration A cross functional approach should be taken to integrate emissions reductions into 
practices and policies across the organisation to ensure they become business as usual. 
How can this action be applied to business units across Council?

Partnerships Can the project be embedded in or delivered with another Council action to increase 
efficiency around areas such as mobilisation costs? Can a number of actions be aggregated 
and delivered simultaneously where they share the same delivery agent?
• Continue to explore opportunities to partner with the Moreland Energy Foundation (MEFL) 

in delivering solar on Council’s community facilities and also explore opportunities to 
leverage community education and participation opportunities through these projects. 

• Where possible and practical, Council will seek to partner with research institutions to 
support pilots, integrate new technologies and further research into emerging approaches 
to carbon mitigation.

• Partner with other councils for mutual benefits directly or through organisations such as 
the Northern Alliance for Greenhouse Action.

• Partner with financial institutions and advisors to identify creative financial and commercial 
models including the Clean Energy Finance Company.

• Explore potential to work with other councils and waste collection organisations to form 
a purchasing block to incentivise low carbon technologies available internationally to be 
made available in Australia. Council will investigate this further.

• Partner with new EV charging infrastructure providers to install new charge stations. 

As noted earlier the carbon reduction 
sector is highly dynamic and readily 
influenced by changes to Federal and 
State Government policy settings, 
rapidly evolving technology, financing 
options, grant funding opportunities 
and changing community 
expectations on action. Council will 
need to continually review where it is 
investing its resources and be agile 
in its response to these changing 
dynamics, which has been factored 
into the principles below. 

4.1 Overview
This section sets out Council’s 
practical application of the key 
principles to emissions reduction 
actions and includes questions that 
are used by Council to determine if 
a given action is in line with these 
principles. 

4.2 Principles
Council’s on-going actions on climate 
change through this plan are based 
on the following principles: 

• Leadership
• Collaboration 
• Sustainable Action
• Future Proofing
• Communication 

4
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 SUSTAINABILITY 
Criteria Description

Abatement Amount of emission reduction that can be achieved through a given action.

Capital cost / Opportunity 
cost

Upfront capital cost can influence the decision to proceed with a project, when evaluating 
an action, assessment of competing actions and opportunity costs will be considered. 
Council will typically seek to implement actions from least cost to highest cost based on the 
marginal cost of abatement excluding pilot and innovation projects.

Marginal cost Investing in energy efficiency projects which are one of the best investments Council can 
make. 

Funding Where matched or sourced funding can be achieved this can improve payback periods and 
Council’s delivery capacity. Actions achieve Council’s minimum average payback of 15 years. 

Co-benefits Does the action provide co-benefits such as improved thermal comfort for staff, improved 
lighting quality which improves safety in some public applications, improved aesthetics or 
reduced waste going to landfill?

Risk What is the level of risk associated with the action and how can risks be mitigated?

Scalability Can the action be scaled up once it has been delivered or proven at a pilot scale?

 FUTURE PROOFING 
Criteria Description

Monitoring technology 
trends

Whilst this plan provides specific details for actions over the next 5 years, Council must be 
agile and respond to expected rapid changes in technology, business models and local and 
international policy settings. What trends, technology, business models and policy changes 
are emerging?

Locked in emissions Does the action lock in emissions? E.g. when switching to cleaner fuels such as gas, 
Council needs to be confident not to choose an action that has a lifetime that is likely to 
extend well beyond when an emissions free alternative will be available.

Adaptive Mitigation Does the action deliver adaptation benefits such as improving thermal performance of 
buildings in heat waves?

 COMMUNICATION 
Criteria Description

Have a plan A communication plan will be prepared each year to ensure that Council takes a proactive 
and strategic approach to internal and external communications and maximum benefits of 
delivery of the plan are achieved. 
Are the Board members overseeing implementation of this plan acting as carbon reduction 
ambassadors across the organisation?

Internal Ongoing internal communication of the requirements and outcomes of the plan through 
Council reports and other internal reporting mechanisms will be critical to its success. 

External To ensure the full impact of continuing leadership in reducing corporate emissions, 
Council must communicate the successes and failures of implementation so that Council’s 
community and peers can learn from Council’s approach and replicate it where possible. 
This will ultimately amplify the emissions reduction impact of the Plan. 

4. APPROACH TO ACTION
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4.3 Prioritising Actions
Council uses the above principles 
to assess and implement carbon 
reduction actions. The actions set 
out in this plan have been generally 
been prioritised on the following 
basis:

1. Maximising carbon abatement.
2. The lowest marginal cost of 

abatement
3. Additional co-benefits delivered by 

an action
4. Risk associated with action

In addition, Council has included 
a number of actions that may not 
represent the lower marginal cost of 
abatement but serve demonstration 
and leadership purposes that will 
enable further implementation within 
Council and beyond.

Clockwise from top: Highly Efficient LED public lighting Brunswick Neighbourhood House; Pool blanket at Fawkner Leisure Centre reduces heat loss from the 
pool over night, saving energy. Diverting organic matter from landfill can also reduce emissions.

4. APPROACH TO ACTION
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MEASURED EMISSIONS – 
BUILDINGS 
Overview: Decreasing technology costs and emerging business models for solar PV and energy 

efficiency actions will provide opportunities for scaling up solar PV and energy efficiency 
actions across Council’s buildings, including facilities leased out to community groups. 
Energy storage and “smart technologies” will present exciting new opportunities for Council 
during the life of this Plan. 
Council has shifted focus to solar PV for buildings because it has exhausted most of the 
obvious energy efficiency actions and due to reduced solar costs. A detailed feasibility study 
is underpinning Council’s solar roll out across its buildings. However, energy efficiency will 
continue to be an important part of Council’s Plan for buildings and including complimenting 
new capital works projects. Efficiency and renewables build Council’s resilience to future 
changes in energy markets and increasing extreme weather events. 

Key Opportunities: • Adopt and implement Sustainable Buildings Policy and rolling energy efficiency on Council 
operated buildings (including complimenting capital works building projects). 

• Maximise installation of solar PV on Council operated facilities under the current budget.

• Pilot new technologies including energy storage, smart technologies and ground sourced 
heat pumps.

• Investigate and undertake a third party energy efficiency delivery program of energy 
efficiency works across Council’s small facilities. 

• Investigate and install further Solar PV on Council owned buildings using innovative 
business models for delivery such as virtual net metering. 

Measured emissions is broken 
into the following sectors:

• Buildings
• Street Lighting
• Transport
• Other (Waste, community buildings, 

water pumping etc.)
• Remote Renewable Energy
• Offsets

This section provides an overview of 
the key opportunities for the sectors 
under the Measured Emissions 
Boundaries. It includes opportunities 
for actions, pilots and feasibility 
studies possible under the current 
budget and opportunities where 
additional third party funding would 
be necessary. It is the realisation of 
opportunities here that will deliver 
the reductions necessary to achieve 
the emissions reduction goals set out 
above. 

5. OPPORTUNITIES – MEASURED EMISSIONS 5
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PUBLIC LIGHTING 
Overview: An independent feasibility study, prepared by Ironbark Sustainability in 2014, revealed that 

upgrading Council’s street lighting technology to LED will reduce energy consumption by 
77%, improve the lighting quality and in turn personal safety at ground level. 
Council has commenced the street light retrofit process within the Citipower distribution 
area (southern half of municipality) and is scheduled to complete the Jemena distribution 
area (northern half) within the 5-year life of this Plan. 
A further focus area for street lighting is retrofitting lighting along major roads, which will 
require advocacy to and partnership with VicRoads as co-owners of the lights and will also 
need support from the distribution businesses to allow the installation of new technology. 
The lighting technology sector is dynamic and evolving with new products regularly entering 
the market. Council can support the industry and lead the way by trialling and piloting new 
technologies in targeted areas, which can help break down barriers to deployment at a 
broader scale. An example of this includes the pilot of LED lights in Sydney Road, Coburg. 

Key Opportunities: • Complete the street lighting retrofit across the entire municipality (the Jemena distribution 
area).

• Work with distribution businesses, directly and in partnership with other councils and 
public lighting experts, to achieve approval and install LED lighting technologies in other 
public applications such as decorative lighting and other public space lighting such as 
open space and car parks. 

• Work with VicRoads and distribution business, directly and in partnership with other 
councils and public lighting experts, to achieve approval for and install LED lightings 
technologies on main road street lights.

TRANSPORT 
Overview: There has been significant movement in the Australian electric vehicle market over the past 

few years with a number of state and industry trials taking place, a more evident recharge 
network being established and the release of electric vehicle standards. In addition a 
number of pilots and trials for hybrid and electric commercial and heavy vehicles are 
currently taking place and achieving emissions reductions of between 50 and 100%.
The hybrid vehicles appear to present exciting opportunities for replacement of vehicles 
such as Council’s waste vehicles over the life of this Plan or at the very least more efficient 
diesel vehicles (euro 6 engines). These replacements and optimised capacity will deliver 
important reductions in emissions. Hybrid and Electric vehicles also present a number of 
co-benefits such as reduced particulate pollution and noise pollution.
As Council rolls out more electric vehicles, opportunities for integration with local renewable 
energy generation and energy storage technologies delivering a holistic, flexible and 
emissions free solution could emerge.

Key Opportunities: • Replace a minimum of 2 passenger vehicles with fully electric vehicles per annum.

• Complete feasibility study into alternatives to fossil fuel power sources for Council’s heavy 
vehicles. 

• Replace waste vehicles in the heavy vehicle fleet with vehicles that reduce associated 
CO²-e emissions by a minimum of 15% and achieve a ROI within 7 years (where more 
efficient vehicles come at a premium). Require third party suppliers of waste services to 
use heavy vehicles that are a minimum of 15% more efficient at contract renewal. 

• Facilitate installation of electric vehicle charge stations by external providers by providing 
access to Council land (based on detailed feasibility studies).

5. OPPORTUNITIES – MEASURED EMISSIONS 
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OTHER (WASTE, WATER PUMPING ETC.) 
Overview: Whilst the total reductions achieved from this area will only be marginal from a carbon 

perspective, actions such as those related to waste are highly visible and help raise general 
awareness, which can garner support for implementation of actions in the other three 
sectors. Delivery of other Council strategies including the Waste and Litter Plan 2014–
2017 and WaterMap 2020 will reduce carbon emissions.
Similarly, clear communication of this Plan to Council staff will potentially inspire staff to 
improve consideration of carbon emissions associated with other policies, strategies and 
associated actions. In this way, shared responsibility felt by all staff can affect every area 
of Council operations and also filter into community action through Council staff acting as 
informal champions.

Key Opportunities: • Continue staff education and intervention actions for sustainability including recycling, re-
use (paper) and organic waste diversion. 

• Investigate the purchase of a small mechanical food digester for composting of all food 
from Municipal offices.

• Reduce potable water use reducing energy associated with pumping. To be delivered 
under WaterMap 2020. 

• Support investigations into any proposed regional bio-energy projects as a potential future 
source of clean energy. 

REMOTE RENEWABLE ENERGY 
Overview: Remote renewables involve investing directly in large-scale renewable energy generation 

directly or entering into a power purchase agreement with a remote large-scale renewable 
energy generator. This entails a degree of overlap with purchasing “Offsets”, with the main 
difference being the geographic location of emission reductions and flow-on economic and 
social impacts.
While this is a sound environmental strategy, the financial case for this approach is yet 
to be proven. Council will continue to focus on the “local” options whilst exploring remote 
renewable options in order to remain informed and future ready when making strategic 
decisions about the most effective pathway to continue to reduce carbon emissions. 

Key Opportunities: • Continue involvement in investigating purchase of renewable energy from utility scale 
projects.

OFFSETS 
Overview: Council is committed to remaining accredited as carbon neutral under the National Carbon 

Offsets Standard (NCOS). Council has a policy to guide the purchase of accredited carbon 
offsets each year to offset our residual carbon emissions that are not addressed by this 
plan.

Key Opportunities: • Procure offsets in accordance with Council’s Offset Policy.

5. OPPORTUNITIES – MEASURED EMISSIONS 
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6. OPPORTUNITIES - BROADER EMISSIONS

BROADER EMISSIONS – 
PROCUREMENT SUPPLY CHAIN 
Overview: Through procurement policies that govern the purchase of goods and services, Council 

has an opportunity to include the provision of low or no carbon options as key selection 
criteria. Where practical, Council will work with providers of goods and services to improve 
sustainability outcomes including associated carbon emissions.

Key Opportunities: • Integrate carbon emissions tender questions into procurement processes to influence the 
process and supply chain of Council suppliers.

• Establish a reporting process for carbon reduction outcomes (and other sustainability 
outcomes) achieved through the procurement process.

BANKING AND INVESTMENT 
Overview: Council’s banking services and investment practices present another exciting opportunity to 

show leadership and have genuine influence. In 2013-14 Council integrated a number of 
questions regarding climate change action and fossil fuel investment into Council’s banking 
services tender to signal to the market that this is a key criteria for Council when making 
decisions about Council’s banking service providers. This year Council will move to take this 
further by being the first Council to develop and adopt a divestment policy.

Key Opportunities: • Develop and implement a divestment policy to guide Council’s approach to reducing 
carbon emissions associated with Council’s investments. This policy will take a positive 
approach to encouraging institutions to decarbonising their investments. 

• Review environment, social and governance outcomes, strategies and communications 
being delivered by banking service providers.

A number of opportunities to 
influence decisions that can result 
in carbon emissions reduction fall 
outside of Council’s Measured 
Emissions Boundary (measured 
under NCOS) however Council can 
still show strong leadership and have 
significant influence on these carbon 
emissions. 

The key action areas where 
Council has a strong basis for 
influence include:

• Procurement Supply Chain
• Banking and Investment
• Community Grants
• Embodied Energy and Carbon
• Organisation Actions 

B

6
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COMMUNITY GRANTS 
Overview: Each year Council makes a number of grants available to community groups to undertake 

projects or develop new community infrastructure. There is an opportunity to improve the 
carbon and broader environmental outcomes of these programs and projects by including 
questions regarding performance in these areas in the application form.

Key Opportunities: • Update grants application forms with questions regarding carbon and other environmental 
performance.

• Provide feedback on support for community groups responding to these questions

EMBODIED ENERGY AND CARBON 
Overview: Each year Council delivers an extensive schedule of road and footpath works across the 

municipality. These works often contain materials that are often carbon intensive and 
present an opportunity to use less carbon intensive alternatives. Council’s civil works team 
is currently piloting some of these materials but has yet to undertake a detailed review of all 
options available and formalise the findings into a plan or actions that would formalise this 
into business as usual.

Key Opportunities: • Undertake a materials review associated with Council’s civil works including road, 
footpaths, urban design and WSUD works to capture existing processes and identify 
new processes for maximising the use of recycled content and materials with low carbon 
intensity and low carbon construction techniques.

• Develop a Plan for reducing carbon associated with Council’s civil works including road, 
footpaths and urban design processes and materials. Council is currently testing surfacing 
materials with lower associated carbon emissions for durability etc.

ORGANISATION ACTIONS 
Overview: Council encourages its staff through a number of programs to adopt greater levels of 

sustainable living into work life and hope that it also has an influence on their private life. 
This is important for creating organisational capacity to lead by example and move toward 
sustainability. Education is also a key to integrating sustainability effectively into the 
Council culture and enabling the delivery of key emissions reduction actions. Council has 
a number of champions and leaders across the organisation that promote the opportunity 
of sustainable living to their colleagues. Through policies such as the Integrated Transport 
Strategy Council seeks to inform and encourage its staff to realise the many benefits of 
sustainable living.
In addition, Council leases a number of its buildings to community groups and is not 
responsible for their utility bills and associated carbon footprint. Taking action on these 
buildings is complicated by the split incentive challenge where a tenant enjoys the costs 
savings of any energy efficiency or renewables actions taken by Council. Council has and 
will continue to find innovative solutions to overcome this split incentive issue to reduce 
energy costs and associated carbon emissions from these buildings. 

Key Opportunities: • Engage and educate staff on active transport in their travel to work, reducing organic 
waste to landfill in their private homes and divestment from fossil fuels. 

• Engage with teams across the organisation to support the implementation of this Plan 
across the organisation. 

• Feasibility study into reducing carbon footprint of buildings leased to the community 
focusing on Solar PV.

Section 7.5 sets out a detailed action plan based on the above opportunities.

6. OPPORTUNITIES - BROADER EMISSIONS
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7. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Internal
Significant internal engagement 
has been undertaken in the 
development of this Plan. Ongoing 
internal communication of the 
requirements and outcomes of the 
plan through Council reports and 
other internal reporting mechanisms 
will be critical to its success. Internal 
communications will include:

1. Annual Council Report on 
implementation of this plan  
(including addition of projects to 
Councils Capital Works Registry

2. All Staff communications including 
Intranet article, Ink or other 
opportunities

3. Board reporting and dispatch items

External
To ensure the full impact of taking 
continuing Council’s leadership 
in reducing corporate carbon 
emissions Council must communicate 
the successes and failures of 
implementation so that Council’s 
community and peers can learn from 
Council’s approach and replicate it 
where possible. This will ultimately 
amplify the emissions reduction 
impact of the Plan. 
The communications plan should 
collate the key areas for advocacy 
and information sharing including 
case studies and progress on delivery 
of the plan. External communications 
of the Plan delivery and outcomes will 
include:

1. Annual Council Report
2. Council website and Social Media 

pages
3. Moreland News articles, articles in 

broader newspapers (e.g. The Age) 
and articles in industry magazines

4. Sharing information through existing 
groups including NAGA, MEFL, 
CERES, Alternative Technology 
Association

5. Reports to the Sustainable Moreland 
Advisory Group

7.2 Communicating the plan  
and outcomes
Successful implementation of 
this Plan and maximising broader 
benefits of its implementation 
requires a strong commitment by 
communicating the outcomes and 
engagement with staff and the 
community.

7.1 Governance
Implementation of the Plan will be 
overseen by the Carbon Reduction 
Plan Board. The composition of 
the Board should be reviewed 
each year to ensure cross-
Council representation. Areas with 
responsibility and influence over 
delivering key actions of the Plan 
should be present on the Board. The 
board will be administered by the 
ESD Unit and will meet bi-monthly 
to allow timely intervention on key 
actions and responsiveness to 
changing circumstances.

‘Inside Moreland’ community newsletter.

7
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7.4 Monitoring and Evaluation
Monitoring and evaluation will be undertaken  
through the following key mechanisms:

Mechanism Description

NCOS Each year Council undertakes a comprehensive 
and independently audited inventory of Council’s 
Carbon emissions as part of accreditation under 
NCOS.

Utility Billing 
Management System

The Utility Billing Management System will 
improve the data monitoring quality for sites 
across Council providing an improved basis for 
ongoing energy management decisions.

Council Annual Reports 
and Plan Reviews

On-going annual reporting on outcomes from 
implementation of Council’s Carbon Reduction 
Plan. In particular the progress made towards the 
emissions reduction goals set out in this Plan.
The climate and carbon reduction space is a 
highly dynamic area with changes to policy and 
rapid development of new technologies requiring 
Council to be highly adaptive and responsive. As 
such the Council report each year should include 
any recommended updates to this Plan to ensure 
its relevance without compromising the long-term 
strategic intent and goals.
A comprehensive Plan review should be 
undertaken in 2017/18 financial year.

7.3 Data Management
Data management is key to an 
effective Carbon Reduction Plan. 
Each year Council completes an 
independently verified inventory of 
Council’s carbon emissions as part of 
accreditation under NCOS. Improving 
data quality is a continuous process 
with the addition of a dedicated utility 
billing management system (UBMS) 
currently being delivered and set to 
make significant improvements to 
quality and reporting methods. Once 
delivered, training of staff across 
the organisation will be necessary 
to ensure maximum benefits are 
yielded and data quality and integrity 
is maintained. 

Data analysis.
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Appendix A and B to this document 
provide further details with regard to 
the roll out of Solar PV on Council 
buildings, energy innovation projects 
and energy efficiency projects 
in accordance with the relevant 
allocated 5 year budget items 
(Carbon Management Budget and 
Building Energy Efficiency Budget). 
The following notes are made with 
respect to these tables:

1. The solar PV and innovation project 
table provides a 5 year roll out of 
Solar PV and options for innovation 
and/or deploying solar PV via virtual 
net metering to allow flexibility around 
the outcomes of feasibility studies 
into energy storage and connection 
with charging electric vehicles at the 
Operations Centre.

2. The energy efficiency actions 
are subject to standard pre-
implementation detailed audits, which 
can in some cases determine that an 
alternative energy efficiency measure 
should be implemented or a project 
should be deprioritised. Where a 
project is deprioritised alternatives will 
be elevated or identified. 

7.5 Detailed Action Plan
The full list of actions overleaf 
includes further detail including the 
how, when and why for each. Each 
action will contribute towards Council 
ongoing leadership in action on 
climate change.
The status of each action with regard 
to the adopted 5 year budget is 
indicated for reference. Funding 
for the actions are either within the 
adopted 5-year budget or they are 
subject to further feasibility studies 
that will underpin future business 
cases for additional funding or third 
party funding such as loans or power 
purchase agreements. 

Solar PV installation.
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7.5.1 Actions for 2015–16 Financial Year

2015–2016
Lead  
Service Unit

Resource 
Requirements

Measure – 
Annual 
Abatement 
(tCO²-e)

With 5 year 
BudgetItem Action

Measured Emissions
Buildings

B1.1 Sustainable Buildings Policy adopted 
and used for all new buildings and major 
renovations.

Lead: ESD
Support: Capital 
Works

Base Funding 12.5 Yes

B1.2 Install approximately 130kW of solar 
PV on Council operated facilities –
Brunswick Civic Centre, Glenroy Library, 
Newlands Community Centre, Bob Hawke 
Centre, Campbell Turnbull Library, Hadfield 
MCH, Cumberland MCH, Glenroy MCH, 
commence Fawkner Leisure Centre (See 
Appendix A).

Lead: ESD $400k Capex 226 Yes

B1.3 Rolling energy efficiency on Council 
operated buildings (including 
complimenting capital works building 
projects). Key projects will be HVAC, 
lighting upgrades and building management 
systems – BMS will be installed with HVAC 
(See Appendix B).

Lead: ESD $100k Capex 72 Yes

B1.4 Undertake community engagement 
education activities in association with 
major energy efficiency, renewable energy 
projects on Council buildings. This will 
include engagement through Council’s 
website, social media, print media and 
explore options to collaborate with MEFL 
to deliver community workshops. 

Lead: ESD
Support: 
Communications

Base Funding N/A Yes

B1.5 Complete annual training with facilities 
management staff to ensure optimal 
operation of buildings. 

Lead: ESD
Support: 
Facilities

Base Funding N/A Yes

B1.6 Track energy consumption by:
• Monitoring energy usage (by department 

if possible).

• Reporting results to illustrate that small 
actions can have big impacts, and further 
encourage energy-saving habits.

• Annual reporting as part of NCOS.

Lead: ESD Base Funding N/A Yes

B1.7 Collaborate with other Councils and 
organisations to investigate the feasibility of 
‘shovel’ ready large scale renewable energy 
projects to secure long term renewable 
electricity contract for Council’s buildings.

Lead: ESD
Support: Finance

Base Funding TBC TBC
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2015–2016
Lead  
Service Unit

Resource 
Requirements

Measure – 
Annual 
Abatement 
(tCO²-e)

With 5 year 
BudgetItem Action

Lighting 

L1.1 Work with distribution businesses to 
achieve approval of LED lighting 
technologies in other public 
applications such as decorative lighting 
and other public space lighting such as 
open space and car parks. Project site 
for trial of open space LED lighting and 
carpark LED lighting to be confirmed. 
These solutions will include consideration 
of streetscape aesthetics and public safety 
requirements/benefits.

Lead: Transport, 
Urban Design, 
Open Space 
Support: ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes

L1.2 Insert new minimum energy efficiency 
standards into all tenders involving new 
public lighting.

Lead: Open 
Space, Urban 
Design, Capital 
Works
Support: ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes

L1.3 Advocate to VicRoads and distribution 
businesses to develop a project for 
retrofitting street lighting along 
VicRoads managed roads. Collaborate/
partner with key stakeholders including 
Yarra Trams, VicTrack, local business and 
public lighting specialists (this would build 
on the Sydney Road LED Pilot).

Lead: Transport
Support: ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes

Transport 

T1.1 Update Council fleet policy to support 
and incentivise alternatives to fossil 
fuel powered vehicles. This will include 
maximising the use of electric bicycles 
and electric vehicles and promoting higher 
efficiency standards for vehicles where an 
electric alternative is not available.

Lead: Transport
Support: ESD, 
Fleet

Base Funding N/A Yes

T1.2 Facilitate installation of electric vehicle 
charge stations by external providers by 
exploring options for Council to provide 
access to Council land based on detailed 
impacts analysis.

Lead: ESD
Support: 
Transport, Capital 
Works

Base Funding N/A Yes

T1.3 Update Council’s green travel plan and 
continue promoting more sustainable travel 
habits by MCC staff.

Lead: Transport Base Funding N/A Yes

T1.4 Ongoing implementation of the 
Moreland Integrated Transport Strategy 
2010–2019 (actions that are relevant to 
corporate carbon emissions).

Lead: Transport Base Funding N/A Yes
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2015–2016
Lead  
Service Unit

Resource 
Requirements

Measure – 
Annual 
Abatement 
(tCO²-e)

With 5 year 
BudgetItem Action

T1.5 Complete feasibility study into 
alternatives to fossil fuel power sources 
for Council’s heavy and commercial 
vehicles. This study will consider options 
for transitioning Council’s heavy vehicles 
and commercial vehicles to hybrid or full 
electric including the various permutations 
for generating and storing renewable 
energy to power these vehicles. 
• Options may include but will not be limited 

to diesel hybrid, hydrogen fuel cell electric 
and full electric with battery storage. 

• The feasibility study will include analysis of 
“charge station” options for Council.

• Scoping for feasibility will consider 
energy storage connected with solar PV 
installations. 

Lead: ESD
Support: Fleet

$60k
Base Funding

N/A
(potential 
1026)

Yes

T1.6 Replace a minimum of 2 passenger 
vehicles with fully electric vehicles per 
annum (10 EVs to 2020).

Lead: ESD
Support: Fleet

$12K
Capex

14 No. New 
Budget 
required and 
subject to 
update to 
fleet policy in 
15/16

T1.7 Complete feasibility study and 
business case for establishment of 
teleconferencing at Council’s Walter 
Street Deport and the Civic Centre to 
enable internal and external meetings. 
This will include exploring options for 
using inbuilt cameras in PCs or setting 
up dedicated facilities that can be used in 
meeting rooms. 

Lead: Facilities
Support: Building 
Maintenance, 
IT, Property, 
Communications.

Base Funding N/A Yes 

T1.8 Business case to undertake smart driver 
training for targeted staff with high fleet 
usage.

Lead: Fleet
Support: 
Transport and 
HR

Base Funding TBC Yes

Other 

O1.1 On-going staff education and 
intervention actions for sustainability 
including recycling, re-use (paper) and 
organic waste diversion.

Collaboration: 
ESD, Waste 
Services and 
Transport

Base Funding 5 Yes

O1.2 Waste audit of Council facilities and 
implement outcomes and recommendations 
of audit.

Lead: Waste 
Services

Base Funding N/A Yes
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2015–2016
Lead  
Service Unit

Resource 
Requirements

Measure – 
Annual 
Abatement 
(tCO²-e)

With 5 year 
BudgetItem Action

O1.3 Support research investigations into 
potential bioenergy projects undertaken 
at the regional scale and maintain a 
watching brief on bioenergy technology 
developments for potential application 
within Moreland.

Lead: Waste 
Services
Support: ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes

O1.4 Reduction in potable water use reducing 
energy associated with pumping. To be 
delivered under WaterMap 2020. Increasing 
the storage and use of storm water will 
reduce Councils use of potable water and 
in turn energy used for transporting this 
water.

Lead: ESD
Support: Open 
Space

As per 
WaterMap 2020

5.6 Yes

O1.5 Business case for replacing BBQs with 
energy efficient technology.

Lead: ESD
Support: Open 
Space

Base Funding 5 Yes

Broader Emissions 
Procurement Supply Chain

E1.1 Complete the development and integration 
of carbon emissions tender questions into 
our procurement process to influence the 
process and supply chain of our suppliers.

Lead: 
Procurement
Support: ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes

Community Grants

E1.2 Update community grants application forms 
with questions regarding carbon and other 
environmental performance of projects 
and programs being put forward for grant 
funding. 

Lead: Youth and 
Leisure
Support: ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes

Organisation Actions

E1.3 Engage and educate staff on sustainability 
actions they can take in their own time 
including active transport, reducing organic 
waste to landfill and divestment from fossil 
fuels.

Collaboration: 
ESD, Transport, 
Waste
Support: MEFL

Base Funding N/A Yes

E1.4 Investigate business models for 
installation of Solar PV on Council owned 
facilities leased to community groups. This 
will include options where Council can 
deliver solar on these buildings and supply 
the occupants with lower cost power. 
Commencement Implementation subject to 
Council approval and availability of funding.

Lead: ESD
Support: Property 
Services, Finance

$10k
Base Funding

N/A Yes

Banking and Investment

E1.5 Implement divestment policy to guide 
Council’s approach to reducing carbon 
emissions associated with Council's 
investments (divestment policy being 
developed in 2015).

Lead: Finance
Support: ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes
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7.5.2 Actions for 2016–17 Financial Year

2016–2017
Lead  
Service Unit

Resource 
Requirements

Measure – 
Annual 
Abatement 
(tCO²-e)

With 5 year 
BudgetItem Action

Measured Emissions
Buildings

B2.1 Sustainable Buildings Policy adopted 
used for all new buildings and major 
renovations.

Lead: ESD
Support: Capital 
works

Base Funding 12.5 Yes

B2.2 Install approximately 175kW of solar PV 
on Council operated facilities – Pascoe 
Vale Community Facility, continue Fawkner 
Leisure Centre

Lead: ESD $400k
Capex

47 Yes

B2.3 Rolling energy efficiency on Council 
operated buildings (including 
complimenting capital works building 
projects). Key projects will be HVAC, 
lighting upgrades and building management 
systems - BMS will be installed with HVAC 
(See Appendix B).

Lead: ESD $100k
Capex

Approx. 72 Yes

B2.4 Undertake community engagement 
education activities in association with 
major energy efficiency, renewable energy 
projects on Council buildings. This will 
include engagement through Councils 
website, social media, print media, explore 
options for collaboration with MEFL to 
deliver community workshops. 

Lead: ESD
Support: 
Communications

Base Funding N/A Yes

B2.5 Complete annual training with facilities 
management staff to ensure optimal 
operation of buildings.

Lead: ESD
Support: 
Facilities

Base Funding N/A Yes

B2.6 Investigate third party energy efficiency 
delivery program of energy efficiency works 
across Council’s small facilities (e.g. EPC).

Lead: ESD
Support: 
Property, 
Finance, Building

$30k
Base Funding

N/A Yes

B2.7 Implement installation of Solar PV on 
Council owned buildings not operated 
by Council. Potential 250KWp of Solar PV 
to be installed each year.

Lead: ESD
Support: Property 
Services, Finance

$610k
Third party 
funding TBC

410 No. Subject 
to outcomes 
of 2015/16 
Feasibility
Could include 
third party 
finance 
options
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2016–2017
Lead  
Service Unit

Resource 
Requirements

Measure – 
Annual 
Abatement 
(tCO²-e)

With 5 year 
BudgetItem Action

Lighting 

L2.1 Work with distribution businesses to 
achieve approval of LED lighting 
technologies in other public 
applications such as decorative lighting 
and other public space lighting such as 
open space and car parks.

Lead: Transport, 
Urban Design, 
Open Space 
Support: ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes

L2.2 Insert new minimum energy efficiency 
standards into all tenders involving new 
public lighting.

Lead: Open 
Space, Urban 
Design, Capital 
Works 
Support: ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes

L2.3 Advocate to VicRoads and distribution 
businesses to develop a project for 
retrofitting street lighting along 
VicRoads managed roads.

Lead: Transport
Support: ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes

Transport 

T2.1 Facilitate installation of electric vehicle 
charge stations by external providers by 
providing access to Council land based on 
detailed impacts analysis.

Lead: ESD
Support: 
Transport, Capital 
Works

Base Funding N/A Yes

T2.2 Ongoing implementation of the 
Moreland Integrated Transport Strategy 
2010–2019 (actions that are relevant to 
corporate carbon emissions).

Lead: Transport Base Funding N/A Yes

T2.3 Replace a minimum of 2 passenger 
vehicles with fully electric vehicles per 
annum (10 EVs to 2020).

Lead: Fleet
Support: ESD

$12K Capex 14 No. New 
Budget 
required and 
subject to 
update to 
fleet policy in 
15/16

T2.4 Establish teleconferencing at Council’s 
Walter Street Deport and the Civic 
Centre to enable internal and external 
meetings.

Lead: Facilities
Support: Building 
Maintenance, 
IT, Property, 
Communications.

$30k Capex N/A No. Subject 
to feasibility 
and business 
case in 
2015/16

Other 

O2.1 On-going staff education and 
intervention actions for sustainability 
including recycling, re-use (paper) and 
organic waste diversion.

Collaboration: 
ESD, Waste 
Services and 
Transport

Base Funding 5 Yes

O2.2 Investigate the purchase of a small 
mechanical food digester(s) for 
composting of all food from Bob Hawke 
Centre, Municipal offices and Operations 
Centre.

Lead: Waste 
Services
Support: ESD, 
Facilities

Base Funding N/A Yes
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2016–2017
Lead  
Service Unit

Resource 
Requirements

Measure – 
Annual 
Abatement 
(tCO²-e)

With 5 year 
BudgetItem Action

O2.3 Support research investigations into 
potential regional bio-energy projects 
undertaken at the regional scale and 
maintain a watching brief on bio-energy 
technology developments for potential 
application within Moreland. 

Lead: Waste 
Services
Support: ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes

O2.4 Reduction in potable water use reducing 
energy associated with pumping. To be 
delivered under WaterMap 2020. Increasing 
the storage and use of storm water will 
reduce Councils use of potable water and 
in turn energy used for transporting this 
water.

Lead: ESD 
Support: Open 
Space

As per 
WaterMap 2020

5.6 Yes

O2.5 Replace BBQs with energy efficient 
technology.

Lead Open 
Space: 
Support: ESD

$10k
Capex

5 No. Requires 
successful 
business 
case

Broader Emissions 
Banking and Investment

E2.1 Review Environment, Social and 
Governance outcomes, strategies and 
communications being delivered by the 
current banking service provider.

Lead: Finance
Support: ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes

Embodied Energy and Carbon

E2.2 Undertake a materials review associated 
with Council’s civil works including road, 
footpaths and urban design and WSUD 
works to capture existing processes and 
identify new processes for maximising 
the use of recycled content and materials 
with low carbon intensity and low carbon 
construction techniques. 

Lead: Capital 
Works
Support: ESD

$12K
Opex

N/A Yes

E2.3 Develop a Plan for reducing carbon 
associated with Council’s civil works 
including road, footpaths and urban design 
process and materials. Council is currently 
testing surfacing materials with lower 
associated carbon emissions for durability 
etc. These tests will be expanded where 
appropriate.

Lead: Capital 
Works
Support: ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes

Organisation Actions

E2.4 Engage and educate staff on sustainability 
actions they can take in their own time 
including active transport, reducing organic 
waste to landfill and divestment from fossil 
fuels.

Collaboration: 
ESD, Transport, 
waste
Support: MEFL

Base Funding N/A Yes
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7.5.3 Actions for 2017–18 Financial Year

2017–2018
Lead  
Service Unit

Resource 
Requirements

Measure – 
Annual 
Abatement 
(tCO²-e)

With 5 year 
BudgetItem Action

Measured Emissions
Buildings

B3.1 Council Sustainable Buildings Policy 
adopted used for all new buildings and 
major renovations.

Lead: Capital 
Works

Base Funding 12.5 Yes

B3.2 Install approximately 265kW of solar 
PV on Council operated facilities – 
Brunswick Baths, complete Fawkner 
Leisure Centre, commence Walter Street 
Operations Centre (See Appendix A).

Lead: ESD $400k
Capex

454 Yes

B3.3 Rolling energy efficiency on Council 
operated buildings (including 
complimenting capital works building 
projects). Key projects will be HVAC, 
lighting upgrades and building management 
systems - BMS will be installed with HVAC 
(See Appendix B).

Lead: ESD $100k
Capex

72 Yes

B3.4 Undertake community engagement 
education activities in association with 
major energy efficiency, renewable energy 
projects on Council buildings. This will 
include engagement through Councils 
website, social media, print media and 
explore options to collaborate with MEFL 
to deliver community workshops. 

Lead: ESD
Support: 
Communications

Base Funding N/A Yes

B3.5 Complete annual training with facilities 
management staff to ensure optimal 
operation of buildings. 

Lead: ESD
Support: 
Facilities

Base Funding N/A Yes

B3.6 Third party energy efficiency to deliver a 
program of energy efficiency works across 
Council’s small facilities.

Lead: ESD, 
Building 
maintenance

Third Party 
Funding TBC

Approx. 200 Yes

B3.7 Council undertake feasibility study ground 
sourced heat pump at a site with suitable 
heating and cooling needs and surrounding 
space for potential rollout.

Lead: ESD
Support: Capital 
Works, Building 
Maintenance

$20k
Base Funding

Yes Yes

B3.8 Implement installation of Solar PV on 
Council owned buildings not operated 
by Council. Potential 250KWp of Solar PV 
to be installed each year.

Lead: ESD $610k
Third party 
funding TBC

410 No. Subject 
to outcomes 
of 2015/16 
Feasibility. 
Could include 
third party 
finance 
options
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2017–2018
Lead  
Service Unit

Resource 
Requirements

Measure – 
Annual 
Abatement 
(tCO²-e)

With 5 year 
BudgetItem Action

Lighting 

L3.1 Work with distribution businesses to 
achieve approval of LED lighting 
technologies in other public 
applications such as decorative lighting 
and other public space lighting such as 
open space and car parks.

Lead: Transport, 
Urban Design, 
Open Space 
Support: ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes

L3.2 Insert new minimum energy efficiency 
standards into all tenders involving new 
public lighting.

Lead: Open 
Space, Urban 
Design, Capital 
Works 
Support: ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes

L3.3 Advocate to VicRoads and distribution 
businesses to develop a project for 
retrofitting street lighting along 
VicRoads managed roads.

Lead: Transport
Support: ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes

L3.4 Retrofit all street lighting within Jemena 
area to high efficiency lighting – 
Contract in place with Citelum is in place. 

Lead: Transport $2.55M
Capex

2180 Yes

Transport 

T3.1 Replace waste vehicles in the heavy 
vehicle fleet with vehicles that reduce 
associated CO²-e emissions by a minimum 
of 15% (subject to technology and 
business case). 

Lead: Fleet
Support: ESD

$TBC through 
feasibility

154 Yes

T3.2 Require third party suppliers of waste 
services use heavy vehicles that are 
a minimum of 15% more efficient at 
contract renewal (subject to technology and 
business case).

Lead: Fleet
Support: ESD, 
Procurement

N/A 120 Yes

T3.3 Facilitate installation of electric vehicle 
charge stations by external providers by 
providing access to Council land based on 
detailed impact analysis.

Lead: ESD
Support: 
Transport, Capital 
Works

Base Funding N/A Yes

T3.4 Ongoing implementation of the 
Moreland Integrated Transport Strategy 
2010–2019 (actions that are relevant to 
corporate carbon emissions).

Lead: Transport Base Funding N/A Yes

T3.5 Replace a minimum of 2 passenger 
vehicles with fully electric vehicles per 
annum (10 EVs to 2020). 

Lead: Fleet
Support: ESD

$12k
Capex

14 No. New 
Budget 
required and 
subject to 
update to 
fleet policy

T3.6 Undertake smart driver training for 
targeted staff with high fleet usage.

Lead: Fleet
Support: 
Transport

$20k
Base Funding

TBC No. Subject 
successful 
2015/16 
business 
case
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2017–2018
Lead  
Service Unit

Resource 
Requirements

Measure – 
Annual 
Abatement 
(tCO²-e)

With 5 year 
BudgetItem Action

Other 

O3.1 On-going staff education and 
intervention actions for sustainability 
including recycling, re-use (paper) and 
organic waste diversion.

Collaboration: 
ESD, Waste 
Services and 
Transport

Base Funding 5 Yes

O3.2 Support research investigations into 
potential regional bio-energy projects 
undertaken at the regional scale and 
maintain a watching brief on bio-energy 
technology developments for potential 
application within Moreland.

Lead: Waste 
Services
Support: ESD

Base Funding N/A

O3.3 Reduction in potable water use reducing 
energy associated with pumping. To be 
delivered under WaterMap 2020. Increasing 
the storage and use of storm water will 
reduce Councils use of potable water and 
in turn energy used for transporting this 
water.

Lead: ESD 
Support: Open 
Space

As per 
WaterMap 2020

5.6 Yes

O3.4 Replace BBQs with energy efficient 
technology.

Lead: Open 
Space 
Support: ESD

$10k
Capex

5 No. Requires 
successful 
business 
case.

Broader Emissions 
Procurement Supply Chain

E3.1 Establish a reporting process for 
carbon reduction outcomes (and other 
sustainability outcomes) achieved through 
the procurement process.

Collaboration: 
Procurement, 
ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes

E3.2 Set minimum carbon standards for targeted 
products and services.

Collaboration: 
Procurement, 
ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes

Staff Engagement

E3.3 Engage and educate staff on sustainability 
actions they can take in their own time 
including active transport, reducing organic 
waste to landfill and divestment from fossil 
fuels.

Lead: ESD, 
Transport, waste
Support: Cross 
Functional 
Support

Base Funding N/A Yes
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7.5.4 Actions for 2018–19 Financial Year

2018–2019
Lead  
Service Unit

Resource 
Requirements

Measure – 
Annual 
Abatement 
(tCO²-e)

With 5 year 
BudgetItem Action

Measured Emissions
Buildings

B4.1 Sustainable Buildings Policy adopted 
used for all new buildings and major 
renovations.

Lead: Capital 
Works

Base Funding 12.5 Yes

B4.2A OPTION A: Continue installation of solar 
PV on Council operated Walter Street 
Operations Centre subject to outcomes 
of earlier feasibility studies into energy 
storage options and connection with 
electric vehicles (see Appendix A). 

Lead: ESD $400k
Capex

0 Yes

B4.2B OPTION B: Invest in energy ground 
source heat pump and/or Install solar PV 
on Council Pavilions and use Virtual Net 
Metering to offset energy use of major 
buildings (see Appendix A)

Lead: ESD $400k
Capex

78 Energy 
Efficiency

Yes

B4.3 Rolling energy efficiency on Council 
operated buildings (including 
complimenting capital works building 
projects). Key projects will be HVAC, 
lighting upgrades and building 
management systems - BMS will be 
installed with HVAC (see Appendix B).

Lead: ESD $100k
Capex

72 Yes

B4.4 Undertake community engagement 
education activities in association with 
major energy efficiency, renewable energy 
projects on Council buildings. This will 
include engagement through Councils 
website, social media, print media, explore 
options for collaboration with MEFL to 
deliver community workshops.

Lead: ESD
Support: 
Communications

Base Funding N/A Yes

B4.5 Complete annual training with facilities 
management staff to ensure optimal 
operation of buildings. 

Lead: ESD
Support: 
Facilities

Base Funding N/A Yes

B4.6 Implement installation of Solar PV on 
Council owned buildings not operated 
by Council. Potential 250KWp of Solar PV 
to be installed each year.

Lead: ESD
Support: Property 
Services

$610k
Third party 
funding TBC

410 No. Subject 
to outcomes 
of 2015/16 
Feasibility. 
Could include 
third party 
finance 
options
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2018–2019
Lead  
Service Unit

Resource 
Requirements

Measure – 
Annual 
Abatement 
(tCO²-e)

With 5 year 
BudgetItem Action

Lighting 

L4.1 Work with distribution businesses to 
achieve approval of LED lighting 
technologies in other public 
applications such as decorative lighting 
and other public space lighting such as 
open space and car parks.

Lead: Transport, 
Urban Design, 
Open Space 
Support: ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes

L4.2 Insert new minimum energy efficiency 
standards into all tenders involving new 
public lighting.

Lead: Open 
Space, Urban 
Design, Capital 
Works 
Support: ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes

L4.3 Advocate to VicRoads and distribution 
businesses to develop a project for 
retrofitting street lighting along 
VicRoads managed roads.

Lead: Transport
Support: ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes

Transport 

T4.1 Facilitate installation of electric vehicle 
charge stations by external providers by 
providing access to Council land based on 
detailed impacts analysis.

Lead: ESD
Support: 
Transport, Capital 
Works

Base Funding N/A Yes

T4.2 Ongoing implementation of the 
Moreland Integrated Transport Strategy 
2010–2019 (actions that are relevant to 
corporate carbon emissions).

Lead: Transport Base Funding N/A Yes

T4.3 Replace a minimum of 2 passenger 
vehicles with fully electric vehicles per 
annum (10 EVs to 2020).

Lead: Fleet
Support: ESD

$12k
Capex

14 No. New 
Budget 
required and 
subject to 
update to 
fleet policy

7. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
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2018–2019
Lead  
Service Unit

Resource 
Requirements

Measure – 
Annual 
Abatement 
(tCO²-e)

With 5 year 
BudgetItem Action

Other 

O4.1 On-going staff education and 
intervention actions for sustainability 
including recycling, re-use (paper) and 
organic waste diversion. 

Collaboration: 
ESD, Waste 
Services and 
Transport

Base Funding 5 Yes

O4.2 Support research investigations into 
potential regional bio-energy projects 
undertaken at the regional scale and 
maintain a watching brief on bio-energy 
technology developments for potential 
application within Moreland.

Lead: Waste 
Services
Support: ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes

O4.3 Reduction in potable water use 
reducing energy associated with pumping. 
To be delivered under WaterMap 2020. 
Increasing the storage and use of 
storm water will reduce Councils use of 
potable water and in turn energy used for 
transporting this water.

Lead: Open 
Space
Support: Capital 
Works, ESD

As per 
WaterMap 2020

5.6 Yes

O4.4 Replace BBQs with energy efficient 
technology.

Lead: Open 
Space 
Support: ESD

$10k
Capex

5 No. Requires 
successful 
business 
case

Broader Emissions 
Staff Engagement

E4.1 Engage and educate staff on sustainability 
actions they can take in their own time 
including active transport, reducing organic 
waste to landfill and divestment from fossil 
fuels.

Lead: ESD, 
Transport, waste

Base Funding N/A Yes

7. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
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7.5.5 Actions for 2019–20 Financial Year

2019–2020
Lead  
Service Unit

Resource 
Requirements

Measure – 
Annual 
Abatement 
(tCO²-e)

With 5 year 
BudgetItem Action

Measured Emissions
Buildings

B5.1 Sustainable Buildings Policy adopted 
used for all new buildings and major 
renovations

Lead: Capital 
Works

Base Funding 12.5 Yes

B5.2A OPTION A: Complete installation of 
400kW of solar PV on Council operated 
Walter Street Operations Centre subject to 
outcomes of earlier feasibility studies into 
energy storage options and connection with 
electric vehicles (see Appendix A).

Lead: ESD $400k
Capex

676 Yes

B5.2B OPTION B: Invest in energy storage 
project and/or Install solar PV on Council 
pavilions and use Virtual Net Metering to 
offset energy use of major buildings (see 
Appendix A).

Lead: ESD $400k 
Capex

500.5
(422 +
78.5)

Yes

B5.3 Rolling energy efficiency on Council 
operated buildings (including 
complimenting capital works building 
projects). Key projects will be HVAC, 
lighting upgrades and building management 
systems - BMS will be installed with HVAC 
(see Appendix B).

Lead: ESD $100k
Capex

72 Yes

B5.4 Undertake community engagement 
education activities in association with 
major energy efficiency, renewable energy 
projects on Council buildings. This will 
include engagement through Councils 
website, social media, print media, explore 
options for collaboration with MEFL to 
deliver community workshops. 

Lead: ESD
Support: 
Communications

Base Funding N/A Yes

B5.5 Complete annual training with facilities 
management staff to ensure optimal 
operation of buildings. 

Lead: ESD
Support: 
Facilities

Base Funding N/A Yes

B5.6 Implement installation of Solar PV on 
Council owned buildings not operated by 
Council. Potential 250KWp of Solar PV to 
be installed each year.

Lead: ESD
Support: Property 
Services

$610k
Third party 
funding TBC

410 No. Subject 
to outcomes 
of 2015/16 
Feasibility. 
Could include 
third party 
finance 
options

B5.7 Large Scale Energy Storage Project – at 
Walter Street Operations Centre or Coburg 
Civic Centre.

Lead: ESD $300k TBD No. Requires 
successful 
business 
case and 
could include 
third party 
finance
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2019–2020
Lead  
Service Unit

Resource 
Requirements

Measure – 
Annual 
Abatement 
(tCO²-e)

With 5 year 
BudgetItem Action

Lighting 

L5.1 Work with distribution businesses to 
achieve approval of LED lighting 
technologies in other public 
applications such as decorative lighting 
and other public space lighting such as 
open space and car parks.

Lead: Transport, 
Urban Design, 
Open Space 
Support: ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes

L5.2 Insert new minimum energy efficiency 
standards into all tenders involving new 
public lighting.

Lead: Open 
Space, Urban 
Design, Capital 
Works 
Support: ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes

L5.3 Advocate to VicRoads and distribution 
businesses to develop a project for 
retrofitting street lighting along 
VicRoads managed roads.

Lead: Transport
Support: ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes

Transport 

T5.1 Facilitate installation of electric vehicle 
charge stations by external providers by 
providing access to Council land based on 
detailed impacts analysis.

Lead: ESD
Support: 
Transport, Capital 
Works

Base Funding N/A Yes

T5.2 Ongoing implementation of the 
Moreland Integrated Transport Strategy 
2010–2019 (actions that are relevant to 
corporate emissions).

Lead: Transport Base Funding N/A Yes

T5.3 Replace a minimum of 2 passenger 
vehicles with fully electric vehicles per 
annum (10 EVs to 2020).

Lead: Fleet
Support: ESD

$12k
Capex

14 No. New 
Budget 
required and 
subject to 
update to 
fleet policy

T5.4 Undertake smart driver training for 
targeted staff with high fleet usage.

Lead: Fleet
Support: 
Transport

$10k
Base Funding

N/A No. Subject 
successful 
2015/16 
business 
case

7. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
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2019–2020
Lead  
Service Unit

Resource 
Requirements

Measure – 
Annual 
Abatement 
(tCO²-e)

With 5 year 
BudgetItem Action

Other 

O5.1 On-going staff education and 
intervention actions for sustainability 
including recycling, re-use (paper) and 
organic waste diversion. 

Collaboration: 
ESD, Waste 
Services and 
Transport

Base Funding 5 Yes

O5.2 Support research investigations into 
potential regional bio-energy projects 
undertaken at the regional scale and 
maintain a watching brief on bio-energy 
technology developments for potential 
application within Moreland.

Lead: Waste 
Services
Support: ESD

Base Funding N/A Yes

O5.3 Reduction in potable water use reducing 
energy associated with pumping. To be 
delivered under WaterMap 2020. Increasing 
the storage and use of storm water will 
reduce Council’s use of potable water and 
in turn energy used for transporting this 
water.

Lead: ESD
Support: Open 
Space

As per 
WaterMap 2020

5.6 Yes

O5.4 Replace BBQs with energy efficient 
technology.

Collaboration: 
ESD, Open 
Space

$10k
Capex

5 No. Requires 
successful 
business 
case

Broader Emissions 
Staff Engagement

E5.1 Engage and educate staff on sustainability 
actions they can take in their own time 
including active transport, reducing organic 
waste to landfill and divestment from fossil 
fuels.

Collaboration: 
ESD, Transport, 
waste

Base Funding N/A Yes

Storm water harvesting system.

7. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
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Site/Project

System 
Size* 
(kWp)

Capital 
Cost 2015–16 2016–17 2017–18 2018–19 2019–20

Walter Street 
Operations Centre 400 $1,035,680 $120,000 $400,000 $400,000

Fawkner Leisure 
Centre 200 $517,840 $400,000 $130,000

Brunswick Civic 
Centre 80 $191,200 $191,200

Brunswick Baths 65 $159,193 $150,000

Pascoe Vale 
Community Facility 25 $60,800  $60,800 

Glenroy Library 15 $36,480 $36,480

Newlands Community 
Centre 12 $30,300 $30,300

Bob Hawke Centre 12.5 $22,500 $22,500

Hadfield MCH 7 $20,580 $20,580

Cumberland MCH 5 $14,700 $14,700

Glenroy MCH 9 $23,800 $23,800

Coburg Library 10 $26,000 $26,000

Alternative Options
Potential Innovation Projects 
Ground sourced 
heat pump, subject 
to future business 
case for new building 
project 

TBC $TBC  

Energy Storage 
Project, either at 
Coburg Leisure 
Centre or Walter 
Street Depot, Subject 
to future feasibility and 
business case.

TBC  $TBC

Optional Renewable Energy Projects 
Alternative Solar 
Projects on Council 
Pavilions with solar to 
offset overall energy 
consumption through 
virtual net metering 
between sites 

330 $540,000 $400,000 $400,000

Potential PPA for 
a large remote 
renewable energy 
generator

$TBC $TBC $TBC

APPENDIX A: RENEWABLE ENERGY AND INNOVATION
PROJECTS (CMS BUDGET)
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Energy Efficiency Works

Site/Action Capital 
Cost

Delivery Year

2015–16 2016–17 2017–18 2018–19 2019–20

Security Lighting:

Walter Street Depot $35,000     $25,000

LED:

Bob Hawke $25,000 $25,000     

Coburg Library $35,000 $35,000    $25,000

Mechanics institute $25,000    $25,000  

West Brunswick MCH $15,000  $15,000    

Doris Blackburn MCH $15,000  $15,000    

Glenroy Senior Citizens $15,000  $15,000    

Newlands Senior Citizens $15,000  $15,000    

HVAC:

Mechanics institute $85,000    $75,000  

West Brunswick MCH $40,000 $40,000     

Doris Blackburn MCH $40,000  $40,000    

Merlynston (Bain Reserve) MCH $40,000      

Coburg Civic Thermal Heating 
Plant upgrade $100,000   $100,000   

Walter Street Operations  $50,000     $50,000

TOTAL $500000 $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 $100,000

APPENDIX B: PLANNED ENERGY EFFICIENCY ACTIONS
(BUILDING EE BUDGET)

Caption
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GLOSSARY

BMS Building Management System

CCRP Corporate Carbon Reduction Plan

CMS Carbon Management Strategy (2011)

CO2-e Carbon Dioxide Equivalent

EPC Energy Performance Contract

ESD Environmentally Sustainable Design

EV Electric Vehicles

HVAC Heating Ventilation and Cooling

kWp Kilowatt peak

MW Megawatt

LED  Light Emitting Diode (Lighting 
Technology)

MCC Moreland City Council

MCH Maternal Child and Health

MEFL Moreland Energy Foundation

NAGA Northern Alliance for Greenhouse Action

NCOS National Carbon Offset Standard 

PPA Power Purchase Agreement

PV Photovoltaic 

ROI Return on Investment

tCO2-e Tonnes of Carbon Dioxide Equivalent

VNM Virtual Net Metering

UBMS Utility Billing Management System

WSUD Water Sensitive Urban Design

ZCE Zero Carbon Evolution
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2007–2009:

Council adopts the Climate Action 
Plan 2007–2012

$4.9 million Moreland Solar City 
project commences

Council commits to zero net 
corporate emissions by 2012 and 
community emissions by 2030

Zero Carbon Moreland program 
begins

Moreland Energy funds first bulk 
buy sees 180 solar PV systems 
installed on Moreland homes

7.2kW solar PV system installed on 
Moreland Civic Centre

CERES is awarded a Premier’s 
Sustainability Award

1980s 1990s 2001 2002–06 2007–09

2002–2006:

MEFL delivers innovative programs 
with local residents and businesses 
to save energy

Coburg and Brunswick in top 20 
GreenPowered suburbs in Victoria

Council and MEFL join eight other 
local governments in the Northern 
Alliance for Greenhouse Action 
(NAGA)

MORELAND’S JOURNEY TOWARDS ZERO CARBON

1990s: 

Victoria’s first solar panels installed 
in Moreland

Brunswick Electricity Supply 
Department reporting carbon 
emissions on electricity bills

Council joined ICLEI’s Cities for 
Climate Protection Program in1998

Council developed its first 
Moreland Energy Conservation and 
Management Strategy in 1997

1980s: 

Brunswick Electricity 
Supply Department 
delivering first 
energy efficiency and 
renewable energy 
projects in Australia

2001:

MEFL is launched to the 
Moreland community

Council adopts the 
Greenhouse Abatement 
Strategy Greenhouse Action 
Plan (GASGAP)
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2013:

Council installs six public electric vehicle 
charging stations in Moreland including the 
first public EV fast charge station in Victoria

Council implements energy saving measures 
including upgrade of HVAC at Fawkner 
Community Hall and cogen at Fawkner 
Leisure Centre.

Council secures half a million in 
Commonwealth CEEP funding to deliver 
major energy efficiency works

MEFL launches Positive Charge – a 
social enterprise that provides practical 
sustainability services to households, 
businesses and community organisations

Council and MEFL participate in the NAGA-
led development of the Go5 electricity 
consumption target

MEFL works with Climate Action Moreland 
to commence the Moreland Community 
Solar Project

Council is awarded the Victorian Keep 
Australia Beautiful Sustainable Cities Award

2010:

Council adopts the Carbon 
Management Strategy for corporate 
emissions

100 new solar hot water systems 
are installed by Moreland residents 
under MEFL’s community bulk buy

Zero Carbon Moreland provides 
retrofits to make 110 houses 
cheaper to heat and cool

Council’s Sustainable Design 
Assessment Planning Process 
saves 5,200 tonnes of carbon 
emissions from new buildings

Council requests authorisation from the 
Minister for Planning for ESD policy 
in the Moreland Planning Scheme

Council reduces energy 
consumption by 22% at Fawner 
Leisure Centre and at Coburg Civic 
Centre, electricity use decreases by 
27% and gas use by 80% 

2014:

Council works with MEFL to 
develop the Zero Carbon Evolution 
Strategy

Council commences a broad-scale 
roll out of solar PV on Council 
buildings

MEFL implements the Solar Saver 
Program, installing over 300 
solar PV systems on low-income 
households in Darebin

Council receives a supportive report 
from the Panel and Ministerial 
Advisory Committee on ESD 
planning policy (amendment C71)

Council hosts national EV Expo in 
Civic Centre Car park

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

2011:

Council’s Sustainable Design 
Assessment Planning Process 
saves 7,600 tonnes of carbon 
emissions from new buildings

Council awarded grant funding from 
Victorian Sustainability Accord to 
upgrade the STEPS and SDS tools

2015:

Procurement of two new electric 
vehicles.

Installation of 250KW of solar PV 
on Council buildings

Council launches the Built 
Environment Sustainability 
Scorecard (BESS)

2012:

Council achieves accredited carbon 
neutrality for corporate emissions

MEFL, Kildonan Uniting Care and 
Brotherhood of St Laurence are awarded a 
Premier’s Sustainability Award

Council leads the roll-out of the Sustainable 
Design Assessment Planning Process to 15 
local governments 

Council successfully participates in the 
Victorian DoT electric vehicle trial

Council installs: energy efficient lighting at 
Robinson Reserve, Warr Park, Brunswick 
Park and the Council Depot, double glazing 
at Fawkner and Coburg Leisure Centres, 
high-efficiency hot water system at Hosken 
Reserve and a mini-fuel cell at the Bob 
Hawke Centre 

Warm Home Cool Home program retrofits 
over 1,000 low income homes in Moreland

Over 4,000 residents and businesses are 
taking action on climate change through 
Zero Carbon Moreland



Disclaimer
This publication is produced by 
Moreland City Council and is intended 
for information and communication 
purposes only. Although the publication 
may be of assistance to you Moreland 
City Council does not guarantee that it 
is without flaw of any kind or is wholly 
appropriate for your particular purposes. 
It and its employees do not accept any 
responsibility, and indeed expressly 
disclaim any liability, for any loss or 
damage, whether direct or consequential, 
suffered by any person as the result of or 
arising from reliance on any information 
contained in the publication.
© All applicable copyrights reserved for 
Moreland City Council. Except for any 
uses permitted under the Copyright Act 
1968 (Cth), no part of this publication 
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in any medium (whether electronic 
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City Council.
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